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11:30 pm

Half an hour till the first exit polls
Have uploaded the "old" writing
Now the "new" writing begins

Still half an hour is left

I'm unsettled, feel restless, uneasy
It would be so cool if this night would find a fast end

Relieving
But this is no request show

So I sit in the sleeping room this time
The laptop on the table from the videos

The TV in front of me
Not so comfortable as the desk, but this way I have all information in close reach

A lot of numbers on CNN now
Do they tell the story?

Well, they have to do it, as a news channel
But wait twenty minutes, then.......... 

Have Begun

Have begun with writing
In real time

Jumping from Peter in Germany to Peter in the States and back
I will write now, correction tomorrow

Parts like "Old Man / He" I will write tomorrow
Now the two Peter in first person

So far I like it doing so
0:59 am - new early results soon, Florida and Georgia! 

6:26 am

I'm disappointed, frustrated?
YES!

I had hoped for a big win
And now it's not even sure, that it even will become a victory!

Shall I continue
Tired out

Thinking about my mother in the retirement home
Her first night, soon she will stand up



Would it be better to sleep for some time?
At least two hours or so

Not that much will happen during the next hours
Maybe this would be the best 

Sleep

I will sleep for two hours and will check the situation then
Maybe I will begin a new paragraph then

But I have headache now
Listened to voices for hours while writing, looking at screens

Shall I react to the president, his tweet?
I can do this in two hours
Maybe also a shower then

So far I liked the writing very much

Not the development of the night! 

Back On The Track Again

Back on the track again
11:36 am in Germany, 5:36 am ET

After two hours no change
So I turned off the alarm clock

And now?
Not much change regarding the electoral votes

Missed the president's speech
But is this important?

Important that he held it now
But we all knew what he will say in such a situation

And he said it
So no surprise

At CNN the discussions are starting
What about the polls

What about the president's words
Please America, you still can manage it!

Or?
Senate not won

Maybe even weaker in the House?
Please America, you still can manage it!

I will begin a new paragraph 



Page Ten

Page ten of the story now (in all)
I start with the other storylines now

Also this writing will be only a kind of introduction
I need the final result of the election, then "Living In Historic Times" finally will begin

Wow, I have written a lot now
And I will write a lot during the day

Two possibilities I have now
What shall I do

Continue with this writing, I like it
Uploading everything at midnight

Then I will have no (real) time for a rework
But what would be the alternative

Reworking everything
Then I will have nothing or not much for today's upload

This is not my style, tomorrow new writing
I take the risk

I continue with the fast writing
I will upload everything at midnight

Maybe not only a few mistakes can be found then
But I have to do it this way!

4:44 pm

Well, still all eyes on the election
Therefore my two Peter live in a very similar reality 

This will change later
But at the moment there's of course only one topic, in the States as well as in Germany (for me)

Prepare me a meal at the moment
Not much development at the moment

But I will keep this writing till the numbers will become clearer
I hope that we will see at least some development in the next hours



Reworking

Have some time now
As everything is very steady
But I feel the long writing

And especially watching and listening to the TV

I did some short reading of some writing of the last hours
Found not that many mistakes

But not sure if this counts
Thought I could sleep very long tomorrow

But because of a misunderstanding
The chimney sweeper will come tomorrow morning

So I have to get up early
But I have not to work, I can sleep later again

But this not helps for the moment
I feel empty, listen since for nearly twenty-four hours to polls

Apart from the short sleeping
I should have some rest now, who knows how long it will last till we get better numbers

I think I should buy me something
Only to be outside for half an hour or so

Maybe to the bakery
But maybe in this time the sensation will happen?

Close to 6 pm now
Still six hours till the first upload

It would be cool could I finish "Moral Defeated - The United States Of America"
But it seems as it would take longer till the next POTUS will be known 

11:17 pm

Uploading time comes nearer
I have decided to write "Moral Defeated - The United States Of America"

Till one of the candidates has two hundred seventy votes
I hope it will be soon

I will upload all the writing so far at midnight
Will this become the next short night?

Let's see
The chimney sweeper tomorrow morning

But then I can sleep........... 



Thursday

Thursday, 11:50 am, Germany
Slept for some hours, had a shower

Did some cleaning, the chimney sweeper was there
I sit at my desk

The sun is shining
In the night I will observe my variable stars

Still no decision in the USA
It feels like everything would have changed

I will end "Morals Defeated - The United States Of America" today
At least, if during the next twelve hours we will know who the next POTUS will be

From now on I can change my rhythm of writing
I no longer have to listen to the news every minute and to write constantly

I have decided no longer to change the picture on my webpage every month
I think I will make a new picture today for November and December

But maybe I will change this again
We will see

Now I can begin with today's writing
But still it counts, who will be the next POTUS

Biden is not through
And even if, it has to be a topic then, why in such a manner

Talking about the failure of the Dems
Talking about the failure of the pollsters

Talking about systemic problems in the US society
Talking about, that such problems are not exclusively a matter of the US

Enough topics and stuff to write about..........

Very Static

The last hours were very static
Nothing happened in the end

5:23 pm
But now new numbers from Georgia should be announced very soon

It's good to have time for others, then writing
Soon I will start to observe my variable stars

But I will stay in touch with the news
And will write something if necessary



Let's see whether I can finish "Morals Defeated - The United States Of America" today
Six and a half hours till midnight in Germany

At the moment I have the feeling that I we will have no winner at midnight
We have to be patient!

This would cause a somewhat "strange" upload
Because I have already included a new part "Name Him Peter"

This part is thought to be placed, after the writing about the election
But this should be no problem in the end

I need new tea, coffee I have still enough - still no new news from Georgia............

8:05 pm

Have observed my variable stars for the last two hours
Not all, some are to near to zenith, I have to wait

What has happened in the US?
Not that much I would say

Not that much to write about
All points to, that there will be no new POTUS till midnight

Not thought that this topic will occupy my that long
But okay, I have time, I have not to work! 

11:23 pm

Have observed the rest of my stars
As well as the moon

Some very interesting structures
Still nothing dramatic has changed in the USA

I will upload the written as it is at the moment
Let's see if something will happen during the next hours

Otherwise we will see if Friday will offer us a new POTUS
And I will have a further look on the moon later



10:30 am – Friday in Germany

After a few hours more I decided
To sleep somewhat, not setting my alarm clock

I woke up, not for the first time this night, somewhat earlier than half past ten
I took the remote control to listen if there would be some new news, not expecting something

A voice started to explain, the other voice was without any doubts Chris Cuomo,
That Joe Biden had flipped Georgia now - really!

I opened my eyes and looked at the handwritten numbers on the CNN "magical wall"
Than it would be maybe better to stand up!

Too good to be true?
I'm not the US president

And I have a lot to write now
Will end "Morals Defeated - The United States Of America" now, to begin with "Endgame!" 

9:34 pm

The next evening, the next night, soon will be midnight
And still I cannot end this phase of "Living In Historic Times"

To begin with the story as such
I never expected this!

But okay, I have not to work
And now it will be only a matter of time
Then we will have an elected president

Joe Biden!

Still the GOP is very quiet
Could it be that everything can find a sudden end

Yes, the stupid lawsuits
But at the moment it seems as that Biden will win with a good margin

He even could do without two or three of the states, he's leading at the moment
All this messing around regarding the votes

To what this should lead at the end?
This makes it only worse for the GOP

Let's see what the next hours will yield...........



Saturday

Stood up at 10:30 am
Was at the baker, prepared a breakfast

Did some cleaning
Now it's 1:03 pm, time for writing

Writing about what?
Still no new president

Maybe in the next hours
Maybe........be patient, Peter!

9:02 pm

I needed some time outside
I hope that the current president will be pressured from many sides

That America will have a good transition
But don't be naive, only to think of Moscow Mitch!

But of course, today is a day to celebrate
And also this is an important statement

The president played golf as it happened?
What a wonderful metaphor!

I will finish "Endgame!" today
Tomorrow I will have some appointments

From Monday on the new writing will begin
Let's do it!

L.A.

See pictures from L.A.
Would like it to be there

But it's a win of the American people
Let them celebrate!

The World's Reaction

Angela has congratulated Joe Biden and Kamala Harris
As many other politicians

"Relief" is a word often to hear
Oh, Putin not congratulated so far, no dictator, no mass murderer?

It's good that they support Joe Biden from the beginning on!



The Next Days

Tomorrow - Sunday - not that much time for writing
I will write the - short - chapter "The Day After"

From Monday on I will begin with "Back To Normality"
The story starts then

"Cozy Days In London" I haven't forgotten
But the last days........

Also a new picture, but..........
It will do me good, to have some appointments tomorrow

Visiting my mother in the retirement home
Dinner with my father, sister and brother-in-law

History has to be written!
Not by me of course, not by me.........

Sunday

Well, observed till 5am
The next very short night
Not much writing today

The next week no good weather

From tomorrow on I hope to find my rhythm
Not too late to bed

Not too late getting up
Maybe a breakfast

The morning for general matters
Lunch - salad

In the afternoon starting writing, till.........whatever
The evening for relaxing or more writing

But today I will be on the road
I will write a bridge to link the so far written and the coming

I think therefore I will have enough time
A new picture?

Let's have a happy Sunday - was there something...........?



Headache

Have massive headache
I'm very tired

But I'm back home
Have written "The Day After"

I have cooked a pudding
Later some TV - CSI

Early to bed
And a very, very long sleep

Tomorrow I have to start with some matters
But not before a very, very long sleep

Tomorrow I have to start the story
And I should not forget "Cozy Days In London"!

But first the pudding, CSI, and a very, very long sleep........

Started

Started with writing in a way, I hope I can develop it - Monday
I'm not sure about everything

As said, it has to develop
But I think this can become the way

Rhythm

I think I find a rhythm
It functioned more or less today

Went to bed at 3am
Should do better today

Started my first two projects
To overhaul my telescope

To restructure my collection
I should become more active

I have ordered new mirrors
Should get them this week

Bought dull black paint
To paint the inside of the tube

Tomorrow more work on the telescope
And the collection
Some housework

And writing of course!



Not Today!

No upload today
Was a very busy today
But not with writing

But today was a very good day for me!

I disassembled my telescope and cleaned it
Tomorrow I will paint the inner tube

I have to repair some damages
Let's see when I get the new mirrors

I had a nice walk
Prepared a nice meal
Did some housework

Thought about my collection

Worked on it since some hours
Now I know it

Will complete it during the next days
But also today I will need an additional hour or so

I wrote nothing!
I have no good idea for Peter's new case

Not that much happened in the US
I not wanna rake up an old case

I feel good
I think that I can use the "vacation" this time
Last time the months at home were a disaster

But this time I'm optimistic

Even if I have written nothing today - why was Joe Biden such relaxed at his last speech?

A Good Day

A good day today
Worked on my telescope
Worked on my collection

Not finished all the writing, the paragraph is not finished

But it's going better and better
I look forward to the rest of the week, and the next two weeks

Shall I be happy, that.............
Maybe not happy, but maybe I should use the situation!



At the moment I try to open possibilities for "Living In Historic Times", the crime story
I could kill the cheating wife

I could kill the man
I could kill the lover

I could forget this case and concentrate on the new one
It could be a suicide
It could be a murder

What will be the "fate" of the old man

I've the feeling that the story develops good.............

Friday

Have begun with writing
Earlier today

After working on my telescope
The new mirrors are fitting not exactly

But hey, this is very usual
I hope I have found good solutions

Now I have to wait - I have to wait till some glue is hardened
Tomorrow I should be able to finish the telescope

First part writing for today, the crime story
I like it

I think the crime story will become the backbone of the new writing
But we will see

Now the collection
Then more writing

Tomorrow I plan to visit my mother
Sunday maybe my father

So far, so good............

Visit

Visited my mother
Not in a good mood now

My telescope is ready so far
That I could observe the night, if the conditions will allow it

I'm not in the best mood to write
3:25 pm now

I will start, the rest we will see
Tomorrow lunch with my father



Wow

Observed my stars for the last hours
Some new ones as well

Had problems with the new mirrors
No focus anymore

Had to shift the main mirror
But now it's much better as with the old mirrors

But I have not ended today's writing
Because I needed much longer to fix the problem as thought

Tomorrow I will have more time, time for writing.........

Sunday

Satisfied with today
Had not so much time for writing as thought

Others was more important
But enough time in the end

From tomorrow on the next part of my "vacation"
The telescope is usable again

Other improvements I can make from time to time
And they will be not such time-consuming

Also the collection is more or less newly structured
Most is done

I can start with new projects from tomorrow on 
But they will be not so elaborate

Tomorrow I will sleep long
Time for writing

Maybe I should cook me a nice meal?
I could make some of my famous mousse au chocolate?

It could be........not that bad
But a lot will change in a not so far future

Regarding my circumstances of life
At least it seems so

And others makes it not better
The pandemic of course

But it burdens me more, looking at the States
Will the December provide clarity, or have we to wait till January



The States cannot wait any longer, not a month or two
Not a week or two

It's a matter of days now
Or this will become an ultimate catastrophe

Oh Heine, I can feel with you!

Monday

A very strange day
Stood up early

Started writing early
Then a phone call from my mother

Every day a day with new burdens
Nevertheless I've written something

7:11 pm
I have some head ache

Would have still time to write - "Cozy Days In London"
But I think it's enough for today

Tomorrow will be a busy day
For Peter and for me

Peter will have important appointments
And I will have a lot to write

Maybe tomorrow without interruption
Maybe in a more relaxed way

Tuesday

A quiet day
Some writing

I will write a short part for "Cozy Days In London" after midnight
But now some time to relax – 9:53 pm

Wednesday

Did a lot of things today
But found enough time for writing anyway

No longer, since some time now, I feel that tired anymore
Sometimes headache, like right now



Was a good day - 10:42 pm
Did not everything but enough

Some relaxing now
Early to bed today - I don't think so!

At the moment I do not sleep really long, but feel not that bad........

Thursday

Jazz Club Day – yeah........
No good day

For certain reasons I could not concentrate on writing – kept it short today
Not really satisfied with my today's writing

But I like the working on one story
Let's see when I will work again

On one hand I would say, in December again
On the other hand, no real relaxation so far, next discussion about the measures on Sunday

Let's see.........

Friday

The telescope should be finished so far now
The collection is restructured

Have done some important things today
Have cooked a nice meal

Have written today
Now I have headache

But otherwise I feel good
America, what are you doing

The same situation as before the election
The same problematic situation

A situation with very unclear outcome
Only that the pandemic becomes more and more devastating now, on top

I fear we have to wait till December the fourteenth - or even longer...........?



Saturday

Wow, have observed my variable stars for four and a half hours
Some new ones as well

The conditions weren't perfect - moon and haze
The telescope's optic is good now, but others not

Have tried to fix some problems with the "mechanics"
But it's worse now than before

Therefore it was difficult to observe
But I have ordered a new part to fix it properly now

But most problematic was the cold
Not that cold in fact - freezing, but no snow or so

In my youth it would have been a not so cold night for me
But now I'm old and I hate the cold more and more, especially wetness combined with cold

But I had a hot shower now
Have eaten something

Hot coffee and tea
It's better now

Well, I have not written that much
But the next days the wetter forecast is not good

You have to use the good nights
Now it gets more and more hazy, nature sets the rhythm

But it was a very cool observing night
Demanding, but I managed it to observe all my stars and the new ones

One was too faint, all others I could see
It's a good feeling

Tomorrow they will decide about the way forward
Longer a lockdown or maybe soon in the kitchen again

We will see
Today was no bad day

At least not for me, but..........



Sunday

No writing today
Was busy

Thought that they would discuss the next steps today - but we have to wait till Wednesday
Tomorrow my father will come back

Will continue writing tomorrow
A day off was no bad thing

Not that much happened today
It seems as that I will have the next three or even four weeks time for writing

Let's get it on, darling!

Back Home

Monday, my father is back home
I will cook lunch for him

At least as long as I'm at home, do not work
Have not written much today

I'm distracted
Let's see what Michigan will yield

Still no decision
Maybe tomorrow I can concentrate on writing

Michigan

Thanks! - Game over now?
The world head-shaking

The GOP not better as a communist system party
But there's hope.........

Ten Minutes

Couldn't you not announce it ten minutes earlier?
But hey, it's relieving to hear the news from the GSA

Come on, bring it to an end now
To a good end!



 Tuesday

Tomorrow the new measures regarding corona
Then I can plan better
I need a better rhythm
But I'm satisfied so far

I hope that, as the week progresses, the situation in the US stabilizes
Would do me good

Would do my writing good
Would do the States good

Tomorrow will be the next day.........

Wow

Wow, Wednesday and it seems, but it's not finally spoken now,
That restaurants will not open again, at least till January

Wow, this would be extreme
No Christmas and New Year's business

But, it's not official at the moment
We have to wait somewhat longer

If, then I need a strategy and a clear rhythm for this time
Let's see........

December, 20th

Okay, lockdown till December, 20th

Next decision at December, 15th

But it sounded not, as if restaurants would open this year again
So, the next weeks still at home

I have to find a better rhythm now
But I'm optimistic

Hey, I'm optimistic!
Time for a lot of writing!



The Day Is Over

11:38 pm
The day gave some answers at least

Even when one could have wished for some more clarity
So, the next three weeks or even more

I have a lot of time now to develop the story
To finish "Cozy Days In London"

To be more consequent regarding some matters
Maybe also some matters in the States get disentangled as well

Tomorrow the next day, I feel motivated!

It Not Runs Smoothly

Every day something
Now my mother has to quarantine

In the retirement home
A physician who was there got ill - corona

A rapid test was negative
But of course the next two weeks no one can visit her

Not makes it easier
I should have a new case..........

It's Cold Outside!

9:54 pm - Friday
Have observed my variable stars

The moon interferes
But it was very nice

Got a new part for the telescope today
Worked on it, now it's pretty good again

Some small work I still have to do
But it's much better again now

Have started with writing very early today
But now the stars were more important

I think I have a good rhythm now
We will see the next days



Saturday

Nice day so far
College football on TV
Indiana seems to win

Have written something

But I have a headache now
I'm tired

Maybe it's enough for today
Tomorrow lunch with my sister and my brother-in-law

I have finished nearly everything now
At least all what's elaborate

I find better and better my rhythm
Try to improve my grammar

I will take a rest now
Maybe I will write more

Maybe I will...........
Anyway, it was again a bustling day

Surprisingly, I have every day a lot to do
I cannot remember a day when I did not something

Apart from writing
I'm very active, since I have to stay at home

I think it develops positively.

Indiana

Indiana has won
And I will not continue writing

It's a good point to stop for today
I should continue with "Cozy Days In London" next week

I will work on my collection for a while
It's relaxing

The going to bed early today
Tomorrow some socializing and further writing

 



Good Day

Socialized
Not written much, but I think nice

Have observed a new variable, moon interferes, nearly full moon
Cardinals vs. Patriots, very thrilling finish

10:08 pm
Now time for relaxing

Tomorrow the next days
Tomorrow the next writing

"Cozy Days In London" would be good!

Good Relaxation

Chiefs vs. Buccaneers
No bad option

Much football this weekend
Why not?

Again A Good Day

I think I start to find a good rhythm
I like cooking lunch for me and my father

We start to talk more and more
Maybe..........

And my mother
Well...........

And when I have to work again
Well.........

But the next weeks I have not to work
Time that something could develop

I start to relax
I do and begin many things

A good time for me, the pandemic, the lockdown?
Maybe I only act better than the last time

The last time I wasted the time
This time I try to make the best out of this time

Let's get it on, darling!



Dreaming Of A White Christmas

It has snowed last night
Everything is covered with this white blanket

The first time since years that we have snow at this time
Can not remember that we had a White Christmas, for many, many years

For many years now we had
For two or three days snow

In January or February
The irony?

I still have summer tires on my car
I have decided to buy all-weather tires

Tomorrow morning I get them at the auto shop
Now we get a white December maybe?

I have planned also, to have a walk in the woods every day
Two or three hours

Haven't done it for a very long time now
But in the snow, cold........ - I'm a lazy softy today

All in all, all develops good, but I have to do more! 

January The Tenth

Lockdown light till January the tenth
Restaurants closed till January the tenth

At least four more weeks at home
I have to use this time!

So far I'm (more or less) satisfied
Now I have to start with daily physical activity

There was a time I cycled a lot
But not when it's so cold and wet

There was a time I walked a lot
I should begin with it again

I knew some very nice places
Every day some hours outside would do me good

I've finished today's writing "Living In Historic Times"
Thought about to continue with "Cozy Days In London"

But I think I should use the rest of the evening to ponder about some topics
At least four weeks more............



A Summary Of The Day

A good day
I had a walk

Okay, only an hour
But it's a beginning

I did a lot today
Okay, maybe not that much written, but..........

I like the development of the story
Many options to continue are there

Much will depend on the development in the States
As usual

Mitt Romney on TV
Hey Mitt, you're now one of the good guys!

Look forward to tomorrow!

Sunday

Sunday there will be a meeting at my workplace - an announcement!
Let's see what it will be

St. Nicholas' Day
I had been a good child, in the last year?

Walked for one and half an hour today
It's good

But I'm somewhat tired now
Will not write that much today

Friday today
Let's see what Sunday will yield

Let's see what tomorrow will yield
A lot of fragmented ideas and images in my mind



No Cozy Days In London

Not continued with "Cozy Days In London"
But there's no reason for a hurry

Had a walk
Did many things

Some writing
Was not sure about a new photo for December

But then I saw the sky
And I made a photo

Tomorrow the announcement
Let's see, what kind of information they have

At my workplace
Tomorrow more writing

Maybe even "Cozy Days In London"..........

Sunday

Well, the meeting was positive
The "management body" had a "difficult" structure

Now one person is responsible
And I share many opinions with this person

But we all agreed, that it's not to expect,
That after January the tenth we will open again
That the lockdown will not become expanded

We will see

Had a walk
Did not that much

Now 41 - 21
I will enjoy the rest of the game now

"Cozy Days In London"? - Maybe tomorrow........... 



Monday, No Good Monday

The day started no good
And it continued no good

It was a heavy day
But then I started to write - late

I'm satisfied with the writing
The story turns dark now

I could write some happy endings
The American audience always demands for a happy ending

Of course Mr. Kenay not murdered his wife
The woman in the car will get treatment and care
And will become a valuable member of society

I hope "Rudy" will have a fucking time!

Have I written his name often wrong?
I had the feeling today
But I will not look after

What's written is written!

Tomorrow the next day, the next writing..............

Wasted Day

Yesterday I wrote much
And I liked it

But today I was dead
Like paralyzed

Stood up late
Cooked lunch for me and my father

But then I could not manage anything else
I went to bed again

But this not helped
On the contrary

I managed it to prepare a tea and to buy me some bananas
To write some words, with no inspiration

I have to go to bed again
Not sure why nothing functions today

Maybe tomorrow again
We will see



Again

Again a difficult day
At least I wrote something

And it was better than yesterday
Let's see what tomorrow will yield

Tomorrow some socializing, maybe not bad...........

Busy Day

Today was a very busy day
Feel better, but had a lot to do

After 8 pm now, diner, then I will try to write something
Tomorrow more time, Saturday evening dinner with my father, sister and brother-in-law

But now some relaxation and then some writing, waiting for Monday

Tired

Tired, simply tired
Tired of this charade in the USA

Why are the Dems not capable to organize millions of demonstrators on the streets?
Maybe waiting till Monday?

Monday, and then the charade is over
I fear not

Till inauguration - January the twentieth
I hope not

No productive day - regarding writing
Rearranging things, clearing out.............

Many hours, exhausting, not only physically
Need some sleep



Better Today

Better Today - Friday
Not at the morning
But I worked a lot

I refurnish my rooms

It's also a matter about
What to keep

What to throw away
What to forget

I threw away old concert tickets
I threw away explanatory booklet
L.A. zoo and SF zoo for instance

But I kept my TAP cards and my MUNI card for instance

I hope that I can use them again one day
Still have my stones and shells from Santa Monica Beach

Tomorrow I will continue with this work
Tomorrow dinner at my sister's home

Will try to write something in the afternoon
And after the dinner
Tomorrow a bridge

Peter has to decide how to continue

Sunday more writing
I think I know what Peter will do

But maybe Peter surprises me on Sunday
Let's see...........

Is It Over Now?

What a defeat!
With a distinct Republican majority! - Majorities when talking about the Supreme Court?

How ridiculous and amateurish this Republicans acting,
Three judges appointed by the liar and racist in office himself?

Monday the rest?
Would do this country good!

But McConnell in a web of lies, as most of the Republicans -
Well, they have no problems therewith to betray their beliefs, so............

A good moment, hopefully now the beginning of the end!



Change Of Plan

No dinner today
With my father, my sister and my brother-in-law (two households!)

But tomorrow lunch
Should be enough time to write the important Sunday

And then it will be Monday
Will become an interesting day

But I think in no way the "final day"
But the Supreme Court and the electoral college will pressure the GOP, and this is good so

Used the day to finish the redesign of my rooms so far
Now I have to buy some new furniture

Online, no interest in shopping under such conditions
Not in a furniture store

Interesting days awaiting us, much will change for Peter!

Good Day

Was a good day today, Sunday
Bought new furniture online

Tomorrow Monday
Will become an exciting day

At least I hope so.........

Hard Lockdown

Hard Lockdown from Wednesday on
Needed long enough

Some exceptions for the Christmas holidays
Till January tenth

And then?
Again, at least a reaction

Late, but maybe not too late
And all tends thereto, that January tenth will be not the last day



Bad Timing

No good timing for writing today - 11:22 pm
But anyway, today is no day for long writing

Today is a day for a  break
Tomorrow is a day for more words again

Satisfied

Satisfied with today
Some writing

Some activities
Some more cleaning up

I should have the goal to continue with "Cozy Days In London"
On the other hand, there's no reason for a hurry

And not that many pages are left to write
I think that during this week some more should be possible

Mitch McConnell has congratulated!
Wow, Moscow Mitch, you needed only some weeks for it

Some weeks filled with nonsense
Hopefully we can start soon therewith, to deal with the more important topics

2020 was the strangest year in my life
But, and this is the point

In so many aspects
For so many reasons

So, let us hope for a "boring" 2021
One with only the "normal" catastrophes

Let us see how Joe Biden struggles with his own party
Let us face the normal insanity, this world is filled with

Good Day

Today was a good day again
Not perfect, but good

The first shelves arrived
Unfortunately other shelves will delay, especially a new desk

I started early with writing
But then I decided to observe my variable stars
The first good opportunity since a longer time

So, again no "Cozy Days In London" today



All in all, it develops not bad at the moment
Should the States be able to find at least some peace

Would do also me good
I had strange dreams last night

COVID-19

Got a phone call
My mother tested positive

In the retirement home
No good!

Of course, we have to wait for one till three days to see in which way the illness develops
Not everybody dies, also not every old patient

But she has also pre-existing conditions
Diabetes and overweight for example

And then there's the matter with the effects
Long-term effects maybe

You have to make decisions
And you have to accept the consequences

Kamala

A successor of Kamala Harris has to be a black woman
Could -

But have to?
Why not a Latina, not a few Latinas and Latinos are living in California – or?

No Good Day

No good day today
Happy Christmastime

Well, I do not believe in God
I have a lot of work at this time normally

Will I see my mother again
We had never a good relationship

Living in the time of COVID
Make the best out of it



A Good Day?

Well, observed a new variable star
Got new stuff for the redesign of my rooms

Wrote something
Have the feeling that the United States stabilizes

Got the information from the retirement home that my mother's condition is stable
But no one knows when exactly she got infected

This could mean that the critical phase is yet to come
Some days after the infection

She is not in good physical condition, diabetes........
But also the number of viruses is important

An infection is not simply an infection
The only what you can do is to wait, at least for the next days, over the weekend

Take a deep breath and............ 

No Good Day Today!

Wasted a lot of time with stupid things
Went to bed very late, a few hours sleep

Schnitzel with spätzle for lunch
Tomorrow pikeperch, pumpkin cream soup

I feel trapped at the moment
I feel nervous

Not like it
I should go to bed earlier

College football, it's Saturday
Tight game, last minutes
But I'm not concentrated

Time slips away.......into the future

Yeah, I want to fly to sea, like an eagle



Better

Not used my time effectively, but at least........
I think that I will develop "Living In Historic Times" in a more dramatic way

But I hope that I not exaggerate it
But the situation in the States?

But I'm not satisfied
I could do better

No new information about my mother
Sometimes no information is a good information

Next week is Christmas
The first time since many years I will be at home

Not working
Strange days

Strange days have found us
Strange days have tracked us down

They're going to destroy
Our casual joys

(Strange Days; The Doors)

No Shelves

No shelves, but I did other interesting things
Maybe tomorrow

But tomorrow I have a lot to write, have to find a plausible plot
Not much time for shelves

My mother still in good condition
Strange, she has so many pre-existing conditions

It should be definitive till Christmas
Maybe she had only a mild exposure

Maybe at least some good news at the end of the year?



Today?

Satisfied?
Well, had not that much time for writing as I had hoped for

But I think that it was okay
Tomorrow the next important writing

Then it's Christmas
Some socializing 

With my sister and brother-in-law
Maybe not that much time for writing, but enough

"Cozy Days In London"
Well, no need to hurry

It will be finished one day
Everything will be finished one day

Given By The Pandemic

I've the feeling that I start to make the most of it
The time, given by the pandemic

Got my shelves today, now it looks better - I get the desk not before New Year
Have cooked lunch, have cooked boiled beef for Christmas Day

Tomorrow not that much time for writing
But I think I have not to make many words at this day

We will see
Christmas Day again more time for writing

How the story will continue?
I have no idea!

Let's see how Peter will feel the next days
What will happen in the States during the next days

Merry Christmas!

Christmas Eve

Christmas Eve almost over
Was a nice day

With my father, sister and brother-in-law
Potato salad and fish

We talked a lot
At least for my standards

My mother still stable, no severe complications
Therewith she should be on the save side, eighth day since the positive test

Tomorrow Christmas Day



Shocked

At the beginning of Christmas Day I had no real idea how to continue the story
But this has changed now

But in such situation the time offset is a problem
I have to continue tomorrow

Tomorrow lunch with my father, sister and brother-in-law
Duck in orange sauce and of course my well-known mousse au chocolat

But later I have to write
I will have enough time to write later

I'm shocked
The news from the States every day more and more problematic

No speculations
But a horrible feeling

St. Stephan's Day

Have not written that much today
Social obligations, but it was good

Tomorrow more time
At least if I can concentrate

At the moment a lot occupies my mind
My nights are full of dreams

I yearn for January the twentieth
I hope with this day some relaxation begins

This could be a false dawn
But...........
Nashville?

The president's behavior?

Tomorrow Christmas is over, waiting for New Year

Difficult

Again it makes writing more difficult
Living on a different continent

Let's see what the next hours will happen in Nashville
They have a name now, but what's the matter with the other RV?

Maybe I will continue with today's chapter later
But soon it's time for today's upload
Seems as it was no terrorist attack

Would be good



Tensed

I'm tensed
The days are ticking down

I'm tensed
And the feeling that every moment something awful could happen

Nashville!
For a moment

But now........at least no one died - Las Vegas?
Tensed

I'm tensed
Everything is different

Nothing seems predictable anymore
But at the horizon sunshine seems to be visible

But we're right in the middle of a storm
And no sunshine thereafter helps if the storm destroys everything
But maybe the storm will level off, will not stay or even intensify

Tensed, I'm tensed, I'm tensed, I'm tensed

Two Days

Two days are left
But it's only a date

Another chaotic day comes to an end
In Germany - not so chaotic

Tomorrow

Tomorrow the year will end
And nothing much will happen

In the States the usual chaos
In Germany more and more deaths

In the States they failed from the beginning on
Germany screwed it up in fall and winter

It's difficult to understand
It's difficult to bear

The "governor" from Baden-Württemberg has said - Green Party!
We have made no mistakes,

But we have not done everything right -
Well Winfried, also the politicians from the Green Party are politicians in the end.



Have done a lot the last days
Often slept only a few hours
Today I will go to bed early

Maybe a day of writing tomorrow

The last day of a fucking year
And still the situation in Germany is not that bad

A nation that supports its inhabitants
At least better as other countries

Of course there's a lot of lying in Europe
Only to mention the daily dying immigrants

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year while drowning, or dying in Greece
We're so fucking good people in Western Europe, in Eastern Europe..........

One day more
I should continue with "Cozy Days In London"

Should finish it
But in a way I hesitate

Oops!

Made a mistake with yesterday's upload
I always check it

But yesterday I was too fast!
Sometimes..........

Well, next year I will be more precise
But maybe it's not that a problem
My millions of readers are cool

And I like making jokes about myself

New Year's Eve

Today, New Year's Eve
A day as any other day

Tomorrow, New Year's Day
A day as any other day

Let's celebrate!


